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The race for online shoppers’ attention and 

business has become an increasingly competitive 

marketplace. That means it’s more important than 

ever for retailers to refine their marketing efforts to 

attract the right customers to their online store. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

61% of marketers say their top 

challenge is generating traffic 

and leads.1

Based on insights from Amazon Pay’s commerce 

team, this e-book offers advice for bringing the 

right customers to your site and keeping them 

there. Honing paid campaign strategies is one of 

the best ways retailers can increase conversions and 

drive overall sales. 



The importance of reaching 

a qualified audience

Increasing online sales is not a matter of reaching the 

broadest possible audience. Instead, it’s about reaching the 

right customers with the right message at the right time. 

And who is the right customer? That’s someone who has 

already shown an interest in your brand or the products you 

sell. It may seem obvious, but it is far easier to convert 

someone who has shown an interest than someone who is 

unaware of your brand. 

Attracting a qualified audience to your site that attracts high 

value customers, while maintaining a consistent conversion 

rate will lead to a more cost-efficient way to allocate your 

budget, spending to find the right audience. 

Reach the right audience 

If your goal is simply to draw more traffic to your site, you 

are defining your audience too broadly. No matter what 

product or service you offer, the reality is, it is not going to 

appeal to everybody. Without thoroughly understanding, 

and targeting, your high-value customers, it is likely that you 

will waste time and money trying to reach an undefined 

mass audience, without obtaining the results you want. 

Allocate the right budget for high value customers

Another common mistake is failing to target the customers 

who really are interested in your products. Sometimes you 

need to spend more in order to convert more. If your ad 

budget is too limited, you could be missing opportunities to 

increase revenue by reaching the customers of greatest 

value to you. 
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Only about 22% of businesses are 

satisfied with their conversion rates. 1



How to define your 

target audience

Driving the right traffic to your site starts with obtaining a 

deep understanding of your high-value customers. You need 

to discover what your most profitable customers care about 

and what attracts them to your product or service. You need 

to know their concerns and pain points, identifying where 

they spend time online and how they get their information. 

By properly defining your target audience—and creating 

assets that satisfy their specific needs—you can ensure your 

messages resonate, ultimately maximizing revenue. In 

today’s complex online world, pinpointing customer 

preferences and behaviors can be difficult. We developed 

seven tips to help you better understand who your 

customers are.

“The aim of marketing is to know and 

understand the customer so well the 

product or service fits him and sells itself.” 

-Peter Drucker, Management Consultant, 

Educator, and Author



Learn your customers’ demographics#1

To define your target audience, you 

need to understand their 

demographics. Analytics solutions, can 

help you uncover basic information 

about your customers such as age, 

gender, education, profession, 

relationship status, household income, 

and geographical location. You can also

use tools identifying trends, uncovering 

information on search behavior with 

your audience. Moreover, if you have a 

social media presence, you can view 

demographic information via many of 

social media’s insights tools to use your 

current social audience as a baseline for 

who your product is resonating with.



Learn how your customers are 

reaching your website 

#2

In addition, you need to examine your network referral 

traffic to see both how customers find your website and 

also how they’re engaging with it. For example, if you know 

a larger percentage of your traffic is coming from mobile, 

you can update your mobile bids. What channels and 

devices are they using to get to your site? Are they from 

organic searches, links from your social media pages, ads, 

or emails? And are they coming from PCs or mobile 

devices? Here again analytics tools can help. Using custom 

reports, you can determine where your highest converting 

traffic is coming from. You can also understand your best 

converting content and your highest-performing keywords. 



Know which customers 

you can reach 

#3

Some customers are harder to reach then others. In 

some cases, little effort is required to determine where 

they are and how to target them. Other customers will 

be harder to connect with or seem uninterested or 

uninformed about your products. Start with your easy-

to-reach customers and then gradually expand your 

campaigns to research and appeal to those who are 

harder to reach.



Identify which customers are of the 

greatest value

#4

For every business, some customers are more valuable than others. 

And in many cases, just a few customers are responsible for the 

largest profits. Take the time to identify those customers who are 

most profitable to your business. Your high value customers could 

be those who buy high-margin products or who pay on time and do 

not change their orders. It could also be those who place a small 

number of large orders. A thorough understanding of your most 

valuable customers can help you dramatically improve your results. 



Understand what your customers care about#5

Once you have identified your best 

customers, take time to understand what 

drives them to buy certain products. How 

do they perceive value? Is it affordability? 

Quality? Convenience? What are their 

must-haves? Finally, where do they go for 

information and what type of

communication style resonates most with 

them? One way to obtain this information 

is by surveying your existing customers. 

Develop an online survey asking them 

what they like about your product or 

service, what problem it solves, and what 

alternatives they considered.
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Develop buyer personas#6

Once you have obtained a comprehensive view of your 

customers, turn this data into customer personas—or 

composite sketches of each audience segment. By 

developing buyer personas, you can dramatically improve 

the relevance of your marketing efforts, ensuring that each 

paid strategy clearly speaks to a key audience segment. 



Tailor your website to be 

customer obsessed

#7

Once you’ve completed personas, refine your site 

experience for your high value shoppers. More than six 

in ten (63%) online shoppers are interested in 

personalized recommendations, and a majority of 

them are willing to share their data in exchange for 

benefits such as automatic credits for coupons and 

loyalty points, up from 57% two years prior 2. There 

are a number of ways you can use this information. 

First, use cookies to optimize your site to personalize 

the experience for customers. For example, you can 

greet them by name as they visit your site or you can 

customize the products displayed based on product 

pages they visit on your site. Secondly, you can 

optimize your paid media campaigns. For example, if 

you allow publishers to pixel your site, they can build 

custom segments to reach your customer base and 

serve them relevant advertising.

2 RILA, Delivering for the new consumer report, 2018



Tips for optimizing 

your campaigns

Once you have clearly defined your target 

audience, you can tailor messages that 

resonate with each business segment. You 

can also reach your high-priority customers 

through the channels where they spend the 

most time, measuring your success over 

time. As you work to attract the right 

customers to your site, we compiled some 

additional tips to consider.



Start at the bottom of the funnel#1

When in doubt, start with the customers you already have. 

Remarketing is the easiest way to drive conversions 

because you are reaching an audience who has already 

shown interest in your brand. 



Expand your message to 

lookalike audiences

#2

Lookalike audiences—those people similar to your 

customer base—are a great way to expand your paid 

campaigns to new prospects. By creating a lookalike 

audience through one of your media channels, you 

can put your ad in front of more people similar to your 

current customers. Lookalike audiences are a great 

way for merchants to expand their reach without 

wasting advertising budget on the wrong prospects.



Be strategic in your use of negative keyword 

match types

#3

Negative keywords can help you create highly 

relevant pay-per-click ads by filtering out unwanted 

traffic before it reaches your site—saving you 

money on clicks from people looking for products 

you do not offer. For example, if you sell down 

coats but not leather jackets, you can add “leather” 

as a negative keyword, ensuring you do not waste 

money on prospects who want to buy leather coats. 

Yet choosing the right negative keyword match types 

is an area where our field-marketing professionals 

have seen some of the biggest mistakes. Broad 

match types can cost marketers unnecessary clicks. 

Conversely, match types that are too exact can 

prevent your ads from showing for relevant search 

queries. Be thoughtful about which queries your 

match types may be including or excluding.



Exclude your competition#4

Do not waste your advertising budget showing ads to your 

competitors. Excluding similar business can save you 

money and help you avoid revealing all your cards to 

competitors. With email campaigns, you can exclude email 

addresses containing your competitors’ domain name. 

Similarly, with paid social media campaigns, you can 

exclude your rivals’ Twitter handles. And with paid search 

campaigns, you can use one of many free IP address look-

up tools to find your competitors’ IP address range, and 

then add it to an exclusion list on your paid search account. 



Price is important, but 

conversions are too

#5

Attempting to control costs, advertisers often end up 

paying for ineffective keywords or ad space just 

because they are cheap. Yet ultimately what’s 

important is not the cost per click or cost per 

impression, but the cost per conversion. For example, 

take a marketer choosing between ad spaces priced at 

$1.58 versus $2.14 per click. At face value, the 

cheaper ad seems like a better deal. However, if the 

conversion rate for the cheaper ad space is just 3.6% 

per conversion at $1.58 compared to 6.5% for $2.14, 

the cost per conversion is actually higher for the $1.58 

cost per conversion —$44.50 versus $33.00.3 In 

other words, the more expensive ad space can actually 

cost you less if it converts customers at a higher rate. 



Be flexible and optimize campaigns frequently #6

Think of each keyword ad campaigns as a test – some will work better than others. Use 

those findings to channel your most profitable keywords and ads into a separate campaign 

with a higher maximum budget. This will prevent your less-profitable campaigns from eating 

up your advertising budget. It will also enable you to keep your most profitable campaigns 

up-and-running long after you have exhausted your other campaign budgets.



Mobile is king#7

Mobile continues to proliferate across the 

world with an estimated average of 1.92 

mobile devices per user4, and mobile accounts 

for 50.2% of all website traffic worldwide. It’s 

clear smartphones are the primary way of 

accessing the web. To appeal to these users, it 

is important that merchants expand their 

mobile marketing beyond simply creating a 

fast and mobile-friendly website.

69% of smartphone owners turn to 

mobile search first in the moment of 

need—and 28% of those searches 

result in a purchase.5

51% of consumers say they block ads 

because too many are irrelevant.8

For example, many search terms are not 

equally popular among desktop and mobile 

users, making it critical to conduct research on 

the best mobile-specific keywords.6 In 

addition, the same ad formats used for 

desktop may not work for mobile. Make sure 

your mobile ads are native to the environment 

they are displayed in, that the content is 

engaging, and that load times are fast so they 

do not create a disruptive experience.7

4 Radicati Group "mobile statistics report", 2019
5 Realizing the Potential of Mobile Measurement. Think Google, 2017
6 New Mobile Search Analytics. SEMRush, 2017 
7 Realizing the Potential of Mobile Measurement. Think Google, 2017 
8 GlobalwebIndex, Global Consumer Survey, 2017



Adapt your ad copy to 

micro-moments

#8

In 2017 users ages 16-34 spent between 3.5-4 hours 

on their phone every day. Sometimes mobile users are 

just texting friends or interacting on social media. At 

other moments, they want help making informed 

decisions. Marketers need to anticipate these “micro-

moments” —brief windows in time when consumers 

want to take action on what they want right now. 

Sometimes referred to as contextual commerce, it’s 

about making sure your brand appears during those 

contextual moments, delivering value when it matters 

most in quick and convenient way. At a minimum, 

mobile ad content should be personal and emphasize 

the ease of purchasing from your company. It should 

also anticipate how consumers want to buy, making it 

easy for them to find and purchase their desired 

product on your site. 



Optimize owned channels to convert paid traffic#9

Getting qualified customers to click through and 

discover the products on your site is step one, but 

building trust on your site to convert customers is 

the second step in optimizing your paid media 

efforts. 19% of shoppers have abandoned at least 

one checkout because they didn’t trust the site with 

their credit card information. One way to alleviate 

anxiety around the security of the site is by making 

the credit card form fields more visually robust. 

Most shoppers don’t have a good sense of the 

underlying technical workings of encrypted form 

pages. What shoppers rely on instead is their

perception of how secure a form is; in other words, 

shoppers tend to “trust their gut.” In testing, it’s 

consistently observed that shoppers’ security 

perception is formed based on a visual evaluation of 

the credit card interface. Credit card interfaces 

without any unique visual styling or security badges 

are perceived as less secure than those with visual 

encapsulation of the form fields. Simply adding 

background colors, encapsulating the form fields, 

and adding trust seals or security certificates can 

reduce shoppers’ anxiety over providing their credit 

card information.



Over the coming year, increasing website traffic will remain a major challenge 

for marketers. By clearly identifying your high-priority customers, you can 

create highly targeted campaigns that attract the traffic you want. By 

strategically using keywords, ad space, and mobile channels, you can be even 

more targeted—maximizing your budget, while dramatically increasing online 

sales.

As you work to attract the right customers to your site, learn how 
you can build trust and loyalty by accepting Amazon Pay. 

C O N C L U S I O N


